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“The RMI has re-submitted its plan, 
which certainly does not include a levy 
of R2,30 per kg on each tyre sold, as was 
the case with the Redisa (Recycling and 
Economic Development Initiative of 
South Africa) scheme, which was pre-
maturely granted approval.

“That scheme could have added a 
cost of R20 to R30 per tyre. We simply 
said in our proposal that, should there 
be a levy, we need this to be subject to 
feasibility studies. We see this as an op-
portunity for all industry stakeholders 
to have realistic input in what is a huge 
undertaking. We’d like to see the likes 
of NAAMSA (The National Association 
of Automobile Manufacturers of South 
Africa) getting involved.”

Osborne’s comments come after a 
government contract to Redisa to be the 
“sole service provider” to manage tyre 
recycling on a national basis was ini-
tially approved, but then withdrawn fol-
lowing legal action by one of the RMI’s 
constituent organisations, the SA Tyre 
Recycling Process Company.

“We were hugely concerned that 
there would be manipulation of our 
members,” said Osborne. “As soon as 
Redisa gained approval, huge pressure 
was mounted to get players in the tyre 
industry to sign agreements for the 
scheme. And there was intimation that 

if they didn’t sign up, they’d be acting 
outside the law.

“We didn’t accept this. In fact this 
scheme, where there was one service 
provider, was in conflict with the tyre 
regulations already in place. We told our 
members, whoa, hold on!”

Osborne said that the tyre recycling 
business was in fact a massive business, 
with a potential annual turnover of 
R600-million.

Asked by AutoLive if this wasn’t an-
other case in a long history of the govern-
ment seeing the motorist and the motor 
industry as an easy source of revenue, 
Osborne acknowledged that there was no 
doubt that “the motorist is a soft touch.”

“We are still reeling from the CO2 
tax, which again was levied without 
much consultation, and has been signifi-
cantly inflationary as far as the pricing 
of new vehicles is concerned, especially 
the more expensive vehicles.

“As for the E-tolling, that is once 
again a situation where there was no 
consultation about implementing the 
system, the government went steam-
rolling ahead on that one.

“That situation is ludicrous, where 
you had R11-billion spent on the road 
upgrading, and then R13-billion spent 
on collecting money to pay for those 
upgrades.

“Firstly, there has been a road levy 
on fuel in place for decades so the ques-
tion needs to be asked: why pay again? 
The answer of course is that the money 
that should have been spent on road up-
grades has simply disappeared into gov-
ernment coffers.

 ■ In a front page story in the Business 
Report section of The Star written 
by Roy Cockayne last week, it was 
reported that Redisa’s chairman, 
Hermann Erdmann, had agreed 
to pay the RMI compensation for 
money spent on the development 
of a re-cycling plan developed 
by an RMI affiliate, the Tyre 
Dealers and Fitment Association. 
This plan had been developed 
while Erdmann was chairman 
of that association, and then 
used by Redisa in its proposal to 
the government. The RMI had 
invoiced Erdmann for R600  000, 
but Erdmann was quoted in the 
report as saying he believed only 
R400 000 was due. ■

Time For Tyre Industry To Stake Its Claim

Jeff Osborne.

Jeff Osborne, Chief Executive Office of the RMI (Retail 
Motor Industry Organisation), says that the withdrawal of a 
monopolistic tyre recycling plan two weeks ago provides 
an opportunity for all stake-holders in the tyre industry to 
have input in the respective plans that will now be re-
submitted for government approval.
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Editor’s Note
AutoLive is one of the few publications to 
publish extensive model sales breakdowns, 
as supplied by NAAMSA, and as this or-
ganisation’s MD Nico Vermeulen points 
out, the monthly figures are a great tool in 
helping those in the business of selling cars 
to tailor their model line-ups.

The light car segment currently lists 32 
separate models vying for attention, and 
in 2011 these accounted for 131  857 sales. 
That’s a massive percentage of the overall to-
tal of just over 330 00 passengers reported sold, and the segment is growing.

Another fast growing segment is the SUV category in both small and 
medium configurations. Small SUVs accounted for 23 877 reported sales, 
while medium SUVs did slightly better at a total of 25 167.

Of course these figures don’t include the “non reporters” of which the 
likes of Hyundai and Kia are the major players. In the SUV segment alone 
you can add between 12 000 and 15 000 sales.

So, what does this tell us about South African motorists? It doesn’t seem 
that we have less income, because the sales of premium-entry sedans are 
still enormously strong, with some 49 000 of these being registered last year. 
And SUVs are certainly not cheap.

I think South African driving habits are changing. Firstly, speed is now 
a very secondary consideration. A friend of mine who bought an Audi R8 
recently is thinking long and hard about selling it, because he simply can’t 
find a decent place to exercise it properly.

The chance of speeding on the highway is pretty much out – you risk 
losing your licence even flat-out in third gear in that car – and the deserted 
back-roads are so often in poor condition (the Western Cape is an excep-
tion here, there are still some wonderful roads there to speed safely within 
reason, even if it is illegal).

On the other hand, light cars generally all come equipped with airbags 
and ABS, the two major safety considerations, and more often than not with 
a sound system and air-con. What else do you really need?

Especially as fuel prices continue to rise, there is still the threat of ever-
increasing tolls on our freeways, and so an economical car is more of a con-
sideration than ever before.

As for the SUV sales boom, it reflects the fact that being up high in traf-
fic is better than being down-low. Less stress when you can see where you 
are going to, stuck in traffic.

Anyway, flip to the back and see how some of your favourite models 
and their rivals did last year. It’s a good yardstick as to where we are at as a 
macro-motoring entity.

Stuart Johnston,
Editor
stujohn@autolive.co.za

“In accordance with Section 30(1) 
of the AARTO Amendment Act 22 
of 1999, it says that any document 
required to be served on an in-
fringer in terms of this Act, must be 
served on the infringer personally 
or sent by registered mail to his or 
her last known address,” says Gary 
Ronald, Head of Public Affairs at 
the Automobile Association. “That 
means, if you haven’t signed for the 
actual receiving of the fine then they 
have no proof that you are aware nor 
have received the fine.”

The fact that this provision ex-
ists therefore makes the dispatch of 
these AARTO notices via standard 
surface mail unlawful and deems 
them as un-served, due to the fact 
that no date of service can ever be 
established.

“The sad thing is that most peo-
ple have continued to blindly pay 
their fines that actually have no legal 
standing,” continues Ronald.

However the JMPD now have 
started sending out SMS’s saying that 
people have “outstanding infringe-
ment fines”, which is an unconcealed 
attempt to collect on funds that they 
are not permitted to.

“We are not encouraging people 
to ignore their fines, as you broke the 
law and should take responsibility for 
it, but just bear in mind that this form 
of fine delivery is illegal and can be 
used as a leverage point,” concludes 
Ronald. ■

The AA Says 
It’s Not Always 

Necessary To Pay 
Postal Traffic Fines
That dreaded feeling when the white envelope arrives 
with the JMPD stamp on it, is a common feeling 
for most. But, did you know that receiving your fine 
via standard post is actually illegal and you don’t 
necessarily have to pay it.

“... if you haven’t signed 
for the actual receiving of 
the fine then they have no 

proof that you are aware 
nor have received the fine.”

“However, the JMPD now 
have started sending 
out SMS’s saying that 

people have “outstanding 
infringement fines”, 

which is an unconcealed 
attempt to collect on 

funds that they are 
not permitted to.”
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AutoLive, a convenient e-zine delivered twice a 
month, is the best way to keep up to date with news 
and views about all facets pertaining to the South 
African and international motor industries.

Importantly, the concept has been embraced 
by the organised SA motor industry – AutoLive has 
already been provided with membership mailing 
lists by the:

 ■ Retail Motor Industry organisation RMI
 ■ Motor Industry Staff Association (MISA)
 ■ National Association of Component and 
Allied Manufacturers (NAACAM)

 ■ McCarthy Motor Group
This is in addition to a comprehensive list of people 
operating within the industry. Furthermore, nego-
tiations for further meaningful subscriber lists are 
on-going. We have had an excellent response to our 
dummy and launch issues, and it appears this prod-
uct has great potential as a source of news within 
the biggest manufacturing sector of the South 
African economy.

Advertisers who are suppliers or service pro-
viders to any facet of the SA motor industry are 
seen by a focussed target market. In addition, the e-
zine format has an immediacy lacking in traditional 

print media, therefore getting information across 
faster with less lead time.

Who should advertise?
 ■ Companies looking to recruit employees for 
specialist positions in the motor industry

 ■ Companies looking for franchisees
 ■ Companies looking for dealers for new vehi-
cle brands

 ■ Automotive marketing consultants
 ■ Training organisations
 ■ Market research companies
 ■ Business management consultants
 ■ IT companies
 ■ Fleet management companies
 ■ Suppliers of workshop equipment
 ■ Car care companies
 ■ Panel beaters and dent removers
 ■ Auction houses
 ■ Courier companies
 ■ Service providers in the finance and insur-
ance industry

 ■ Vehicle tracking system suppliers
 ■ Organisers of exhibitions and conferences
 ■ Tyre fitment centres

 ■ Suppliers of car care products
 ■ Suppliers of automotive replacement parts
 ■ Roadworthy testing centres
 ■ Printers
 ■ Accounting firms

Autolive advertising rates are very cost effective and 
we are able to make up advertisements at reasonable 
rates. ■

Why you should advertise in Autolive

Bruno Lupini can be contacted on 081 354 7212 
or via email at bruno.lupini@gmail.com 

Prima Motors InspectaCar, located in Wonderboom 
South, Pretoria, had an amazing month in January 
with sales of 100 used vehicles; this at a time when 
many dealers were complaining about how quiet 
business is after the festive season.

Durand Snyman and his motivated team 
achieved what must arguably be a South African 
record for sales in one month by an independent 
used vehicle dealership and there are probably few 
franchised dealers that have sold so many used ve-
hicles in a month.

The CEO of the WesBank-owned InspectaCar 
franchise, Gary Farrell, says this wonderful 

achievement is the result of Durand’s hands-on ap-
proach to his business, with personal involvement 
in every transaction, attention to detail and nego-
tiating each sale as equally important, whether it is 
the first one for the month or the hundredth, as was 
the case in January.

“Durand focuses on service excellence to en-
sure that every customer experience is unique and 
worth their money spent on every vehicle sold by 
ensuring his dealership always has a sufficient and 
wide range of vehicles available for customers to 
choose from. He still always rues those deals that 
got away though!” added CEO Gary Farrell. ■

Bumper Month For Prima 
Motors Inspectacar

“Durand Snyman and his motivated 
team achieved what must arguably 
be a South African record for sales 

in one month by an independent 
used vehicle dealership ...”

“Durand focuses on service 
excellence ... by ensuring his 

dealership always has a  
sufficient and wide range 

of vehicles available for 
customers to choose from.” Durand Snyman.
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Leadership in tyre safety, 
through innovation.
Goodyear Eagle F1 Asymmetric (SUV)
Advanced design technology for 
outstanding sporty handling and  
high performance.

Trentyre’s groundbreaking Quality Safety Manage-
ment Assurance (QSMA) software system has 
transformed the way its on-site Tyre Management 
Service services control operating risks at massive 
mine sites.

“The advanced system facilitates continuous 
improvement of Trentyre’s professional service to 
its mining customers,” said Warren Miller, Trentyre 
Health and Safety Manager – Retail.

“Trentyre’s aim is to remain a leading supplier 
to Africa’s mining industry, providing a world-
class, all-encompassing range of tyre management 
services and support for this crucial sector of our 
economy. We take mine safety as seriously as our 
customers do.”

Trentyre currently services mining operations 
in 16 countries, including South Africa.

FULLY INTEGRATED INFORMATION

Determined to actively support the stringent meas-
ures prescribed by the Mines Health and Safety 
Act, and driven by its mother company Goodyear’s 
global philosophy that ‘No one Gets Hurt’, Trentyre 
developed the pioneering QSMA system to help 
manage and minimise risks. The software enhances 
its valued Tyre Management System by incorporat-
ing strict health and safety controls.

The QSMA integrates fully with various opera-
tions at on-site facilities, even capturing and down-
loading tyre performance measurement data from 
cell phones to a central database on a daily basis. 
Information is shared and available at the touch of 
a button, quality is independently monitored by the 
system and operational procedures are controlled 
methodically.

Features of the Trentyre QSMA system include 
document control management, data base stor-
age of risk assessments, standard operating proce-
dures, audit reports, equipment calibration, em-
ployee training and certification, asset register and 
equipment specifications, and supplier and product 
management.

“In particular, QSMA enables more effective 
management of non-conformances and incidents, 
such as tyre blow-outs or accidents. As all informa-
tion is linked to a single job card, supervisors are 
able to identify the root causes and quickly take ef-
fective corrective actions.

“In essence, our QSMA ensures employee 
safety, highlights risks and provides guidelines for 
operational procedures.” ■

Trentyre Takes Mine Safety To New Depths

Trentyre workers check pressures on a giant tyre used in underground work at Kumba iron ore mine.
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People

Big changes are taking place in the automotive and 
financial services division at Unitrans, which is part 
of JSE-listed Steinhoff International Holdings.

Steve Keys has resigned as managing direc-
tor of this division and he will be succeeded by 
Brynn Stephenson who previously served as CEO 
of Unitrans’ Toyota/Hino/Lexus division. No suc-
cessor for Stephenson has been named at the time 
of writing.

Keys, who turned 51 recently, says he had not 
yet decided on his new career path but he believes it 
is time for change after 14 years as managing direc-
tor of Motor and Financial Services, a subsidiary of 
Unitrans Ltd. which he joined on February 11, 1998.

He was previously managing director of 
Malbak Motor Holdings. Keys was promoted to this 
position in 1991 with responsibility for finance and 
operations. He had joined Malbak in 1988 as a man-
agement accountant.

The long-serving automotive industry execu-
tive qualified as a chartered accountant in 1983 and 
joined an international chemical manufacturer as 
finance director before the move to Malbak and the 
local motor industry.

“I have a number of career options both locally 
and in the United Kingdom, which I am weighing 
up currently,” commented the likeable motor man. 
(Strong rumours continue to circulate that Steve 
Keys could be the person to fill the vacant position 
as CEO of Bidvest subsidiary, McCarthy/Bid Auto. 
The position has been unfilled since the retirement 
of Graham Damp in mid-2011).

Keys evidently has a three month restraint of 
trade so we will have to wait a few months to see 
where he is headed.

Brynn Stephenson (56) is another true motor 
man, having headed up Unitrans’ extensive Toyota 
Division for the past 17 years. No replacement for 
him had been named at the time of writing.

REUNION AT JAGUAR/LAND ROVER

Brian Hastie, formerly of BMW/MINI and Lexus, 
has rejoined his ex-Lexus boss, Kevin Flynn, at 
Jaguar/Land Rover. He has been appointed Director 
of Operations.

ANOTHER REUNION

Erwin Stoltz has left Powerstar to rejoin his former 
boss, Frans Cloete, who now heads up the Hino 
Division at Unitrans. Stoltz has been appointed 
Marketing Coordinator. ■

Changes At The Top At Unitrans

Jag MD Kevin Flynn and Brian Hastie in their Lexus days.

Brynn Stephenson, new Managing 
 Director of Unitrans.

Steve Keys – has local and international 
career options.
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By RogeR HougHton

Peugeot and its associated brand, Citroën, is fac-
ing a tough time financially although unit sales of 
2,1-million in 2011 were only 1,3% down on the sit-
uation in 2010 when a new record was established. 
The problem, according to Peugeot SA managing 
director Francis Harnie, is the desperate economic 
situation in many European countries.

“It is for this reason that Peugeot is looking to 
sell more than half its production outside Europe 
for the first time this year,” explained Harnie at a 
recent media briefing in Johannesburg. “Last year 
we sold 48% of our vehicles outside Europe, which 
is a big improvement on the 20–30% sales outside 
Europe achieved in the fairly recent past.

“One bright spot in last year’s global sales fig-
ures was the jump of 40% in sales of our premium 
category vehicles, which includes models such as 
the 508 and RCZ sports car,” added Harnie.

The company is celebrating its first decade since 
returning to SA as a subsidiary of the PSA Group 
in France in 2012 and has big ambitions for 2012, 
with the aim of increasing its unit sales by 40% as 

it targets a 1% share of the local market, with 2% as 
the objective for 2015.

One of the methods that will be used to increase 
sales this year will be an aggressive demo and cour-
tesy fleet plan, where every dealer will have an exam-
ple of each model range for test driving. MD Harnie 
said these single unit sales would account for 10–12% 
of the 40% rise in projected sales and would also have 
a very positive impact on marketing the products.

Harnie added that the company was also look-
ing for more dealers. The target is to grow the net-
work for the current 24 outlets to 31 by the end of 
the year, which is a far cry from the six dealers that 
represented the brand in SA a decade ago.

There is also an aggressive plan to increase the 
model range, going from six in 2002 to 11 by the 
end of this year, including a new 208, revised 107 
and new 4008 compact SUV. This line-up will then 
provide about 85% coverage of the SA car market.

Peugeot SA is certainly a company on the 
move! ■

By RogeR HougHton

Peugeot SA gave its local competitors a shake up 
with the announcement recently that the retail pric-
es of all its passenger cars would in future include a 
full maintenance plan and not just the service plan 
that is the general offering.

“There is unfortunately a perception in South 
Africa that Peugeot vehicles are expensive to 
service and maintain, so we have decided to pro-
vide our customers with the peace of mind and 
fixed cost budgeting resulting from a 5-year/100 
000km maintenance plan. This includes servicing, 

maintenance and all parts barring tyres, top-up oil 
and fuel,” explained the company’s recently-arrived 
managing director, Francis Harnie.

The new maintenance plan also includes effec-
tive roadside assistance, 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week, for the duration of the plan’s five-year validity.

Parts distribution from the company’s new, 
dedicated warehouse covering 8  000m2 has im-
proved dramatically; with between three and four 
daily deliveries in the Gauteng area ensuring rapid 
parts supply and minimal delays.

Harnie added that the introduction of the 
maintenance plan was a bold show of confidence by 
Peugeot SA in its products and its dealer network as 

the company celebrates 10 years since its return to 
SA as a wholly owned subsidiary of the PSA Group 
in France.

The full maintenance plan is optional on 
Peugeot’s light and medium commercial vehicle 
range. However, a five-year/100 000 km service plan 
remains a standard offering on the Partner and 
Expert ranges, while the Boxer is covered by five-
year/120 000 km maintenance plan.

“Now we have to see which other local manufac-
turer will take the step of including a maintenance 
plan in its retail pricing,” commented the Peugeot 
SA MD. “Hopefully it will not be soon,” quipped the 
amiable, Belgian-born chief executive. ■

Peugeot Shakes Up The Local Industry

Full Maintenance Plan for Passenger Cars

Peugeot Aims To Expand Sales Outside Europe

Peugeot’s RCZ is a big player in Peugeot’s International revival.

“... Peugeot is looking to sell more 
than half its production outside 

Europe for the first time this year.”

“The target is to grow the network 
for the current 24 outlets to 31 by the 

end of the year, which is a far cry 
from the six dealers that represented 

the brand in SA a decade ago.”
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Joburg’s Easter Festival

www.randshow.co.za

Opportunity beckons...
Bookings now open for Motoring Hall at Rand Show 2012

Contact 
Tel: 011 476 7031 
Mail: pula@sashows.com

Pretoria: The scarcity of appropriately skilled 
technicians in the automotive sector has spurred 
Mercedes-Benz South Africa (MBSA) to extend 
their involvement in the training of technicians by 
initiating a technical learnership at the St Anthony’s 
Education Centre in Boksburg.

The three-year pilot programme sees the 
motor manufacturer collaborating with the 
Manufacturing, Engineering and Related Services 
Sector Education and Training Authority 
(MerSETA) and St Anthony’s to provide NQF 
level three qualifications for an initial intake of 24 
learners. Funding of R1.4 million per year will be 
made available by MBSA and MerSETA, with St 
Anthony’s staff providing the training competence 
for the theoretical part of the programme.

MBSA have enlisted the assistance of their 
Dealer Network, which comprises 87 dealerships 
across the country, to expose the learners to the 

workplace, and provide on-the-job training. Each 
learner will have the opportunity to be mentored 
by a dealership for four months. During this time 
they will complete their portfolio of evidence for 
their final assessments, putting theoretical studies 
into practise. The learners receive a stipend during 
this practical training phase, which also includes a 
month’s exposure to MBSA’s specialised, product-
specific maintenance training. 

Successful completion of the programme will 
equip learners with a Certificate in Automotive 
Repair and Maintenance, but the workplace expo-
sure will give them a head start in their future careers.

MBSA Divisional Manager for Group 
Corporate Affairs, Nobuzwe Mangcu, said at the 
launch of the learnership that the company shares 
the concern and commitment of the govern-
ment to educate and upskill the youth. “We want 
to focus on a sound skills base and a pipeline of 

technically-skilled individuals,” she says. “The au-
tomotive industry is strongly driven by technologi-
cal advancement, and we have a severe shortage of 
technical skills.” 

MerSETA CEO, Dr Raymond Patel said that: 
“This is an example of the private sector partner-
ing with government towards meeting and ad-
dressing key challenges for South Africa. It also 
contributes to job creation, the enhancement of 
skills, socio-economic development and enterprise 
development.”

Some of the topics covered in the learnership 
include:

 ■ Fundamentals of numeracy and literacy in a 
motor industry context

 ■ Diagnosing and repairing motor vehicle 
systems

 ■ Tools management
 ■ Stripping and assembling engines
 ■ Removing and replacing brakes and clutches
 ■ Servicing and repairing conventional 
automobile ignition systems

 ■ Repairing suspension systems
 ■ Removing and installing fuel injection 
components

 ■ Servicing and repairing electronic 
automobile ignition systems

MBSA is not a newcomer to the area of leaner-
ships, following the phenomenal success of a three-
year professional commercial vehicle driver pro-
gramme in 2009, with the first group of graduates 
receiving a 53% pass rate! 

The company’s co-operation and partnership 
with St Anthony’s started in 2010 , with support for 
the ABET programme; the Matric Re-write pro-
gramme and Skills Training. ■

Mercedes-Benz SA And MerSETA 
to Provide Formal And Experiential 

Learning For Motor Technicians

Technical learnership programme partners, Mercedes-Benz South Africa, MerSETA and 
St Anthony’s Education Centre welcomed the first intake of 12 learners onto the pro-
gramme. The three year programme will see these learners qualify in autmotive repair 
and maintenance, and give them practical experience at Mercedes-Benz dealerships.
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One glaring gap in Hyundai’s global model line-
up – at least from a South African perspective—is 
a lack of a double-cab pick-up. At the launch of the 
H1 Multicab, a six-seater van-bus combo, Sales and 
Marketing Director Stanley Anderson said that this 
was in fact Hyundai’s double cab – and although he 
said it with a twinkle in his eye, in effect the vehicle 
fulfils many of the roles of a double cab, and a whole 
lot more.

The new H1 Multicab follows on the H1 bus 
which was launched in 2009 and the panel van 
which followed a little later. It offers full five-seater 
accommodation and a sixth seat between the driver 
and passenger up front. And in the load area behind 
the bulkhead, there is space for whatever you might 
choose to tote along.

The load area measures a massive 2 500 litres in 
volume, and the load rating is 1 100kg, which means 
it can double as a serious delivery vehicle too. Stuff 
can be loaded via sliding doors on each side or via 
the rear swing doors, which open outwards to 90 

degrees , or to 180 degrees after fiddling with a pin 
in the latch mechanism.

The loading area is separated from the cab by 
a solid steel bulkhead, and there are six tie-down 
points on to secure heavy items.

Hyundai are bringing in just two model 
variants and these are a 2,4-litre petrol with five-
speed manual transmission and a 2,4-litre with a 

five-speed automatic. Like the other H1 variants, 
drive is through the rear wheels.

The petrol specs are 125 kW and 227 Nm, with 
a claimed 10,2 litre/100 km consumption, which 
means you can expect between 12 and 14 litres/100 
depending on driving style and conditions.

The diesel, which offers 124 kW and a sub-
stantial torque increase to 372 Nm, offers up a 9,7 
litre/100 rating. Again, don’t expect consumption 
much below the 12,0 litre/100 km park, except in 
steady highway running.

The cab is fully-equipped with electric win-
dows, air-con, audio and various auxiliary info-
tainment portals, and the Hnding is extremely 
pleasant.

Prices are a very competitive R279 900 for the 
2,4 petrol model and R339  900 for the automatic 
diesel. That’s a R60  000 premium which is steep, 
but for the ease of operation of the diesel-automatic, 
we’d probably go this route as it is so effortless in 
operation. ■

Launches

Hyundai’s Double Cab Facsimile

The new H1 Multicab from Hyundai.

By RogeR HougHton

Honda Southern Africa is currently girding its loins 
as it plans to unleash an aggressive programme to 
regain market share lost due to the natural disasters 
that hit its factories in Japan and Thailand last year. 
The first product it has launched in the fight back 
campaign is the new Civic sedan.

The arrival of this important model, to be fol-
lowed shortly by the 5-door hatchback version, 
with the possibility of a sport Type R derivative, 
has been eagerly awaited by the company and its 
dealers as they have not had any Civics to sell since 
last March.

“This nine-month delay in the introduction of 
Civic has impacted severely on our overall competi-
tiveness in the market and has made it very tough 
for our dealer network which lost 30% in volume 
last year,” explained the managing director of 
Honda Southern Africa, Yoshiaki Nakamura.

The third new Honda model that will arrive in 
SA this year will be the C-RV medium-size SUV, 
while Nakamura announced plans to enter two 
new market segments locally within the next two 
years, which will increase Honda’s potential market 
significantly.

“Four years ago we sold double the volume re-
tailed in 2011 and it is for this reason that we are 
maintaining our network at 34 dealers and fo-
cussing on their viability rather than appointing 

more dealers,” added sales and marketing director 
Graham Eagle.

During the media presentation at the recent 
launch of the new Civic at Fancourt it was an-
nounced that Honda was also out to change its 
image drastically by making its cars fun to drive. 
We were given a glimpse of this philosophy with a 
brief presentation on the beautiful new NSX petrol-
electric hybrid sports car which was unveiled at the 
Detroit Motor Show last month and will be built in 
a dedicated plant in Ohio in the US.

The new Civic sedan is more evolutionary than 
revolutionary, in looks and mechanical specifica-
tion, although a 1,6-litre engine has been added 
to the line-up as a more affordable derivative. The 
range now consists of eight models – two 1,6-litres 
and six with an uprated 1,8-litre engine.

The drive through the picturesque mountains 
of the Southern Cape showed the build quality to 
be excellent with a quiet and refined ride, as one ex-
pects from a Honda, while it is also more spacious 
than its predecessor. ■

Honda Prepares To Regain Lost Ground

Honda Civic sedan.
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Ford South Africa has joined the cross-over party 
with its attractive Kuga. Although available in 
European markets for some time, the Kuga still 
manages to look fresh and attractive in a market-
segment populated here by strong offerings from 
the likes of Hyundai, Kia, and VW, and it comes in 
only one mechanical spec, and two trim levels.

The basic spec makes use of the Ford-Volvo 
2,5-litre, turbocharged petrol engine so beloved of 
Focus STi drivers because of its distinctive five-cyl-
inder yowl. But it’s in a slightly more sensible state 
of tune, delivering 147 kW as opposed to the 166 kW 
of the sporting hatch. And the Kuga is offered only 
with a Durashift five-speed automatic transmission, 
coupled to an “intelligent” all-wheel-drive system 
that sees the Kuga operate as a front-wheel-drive 
conveyance, shifting a degree of power to the rear 
wheels when it’s computerised sensing system de-
tects loss of traction with the front wheels.

This spec level places it in the upper-segment 
of cross-overs, which are generally also offered in 
two-wheel-drive spec by rivals, and which makeup 

the bulk of sales. The Kuga thus takes on the likes of 
the VW Tiguan all-wheel-drive automatic models 
and the upper-end models of the Kia Sorento and 
Hyundai iX35.

Ford’s new marketing manager in South Africa, 
Gavin Golightly, says that Kuga engineers focussed 
on a rewarding drive quality with the vehicle, and 
in this respect we have to agree that it has the edge 
over its Korean competitors, after a launch route 
sampling in the twisty Western Cape

The steering is a bit muted in feel, but the ride-
handling combo is typically Ford – their engineers 
produce a balance of suspension suppleness, bump 
absorption and directional stability that is perhaps 

unequalled in just about every category of vehicle 
they tackle.

Prices are R375 000 for the Trend and R395 000 
for the Titanium level model which has a panaoraic 
sunroof we could do without in Africa’s string sun-
light. Service intervals are 20 000 km and there is a 
four-year/120 000 km warranty and a four-year/80 
000 km service plan included in the price. ■

The Jeep Wrangler descends directly from the orig-
inal template for Sports Utility Vehicles, although 
the sport aspect back in 1941 was secondary, unless 
you view wartime as a sport (which many people, it 
seems, do).

Still soldiers discovered it was such pounding 
through the dunes and over mountains that when 
peace was declared it wasn’t long before civilian ver-
sions of the famous Jeeps established the baseline 
credentials for all SUVs to come.

The Wrangler has been around in South Africa 
for close to 15 years now, and in late January it re-
ceived a very impressive aluminium-block engine to 
replace the long-serving cast-iron V6 previously used.

The new 3,6-litre Pentastar V6 petrol engine is 
a very impressive device. It has achieved a listing in 
the Ward’s “10 Best Engines category”, delivers a 
stonking 209 kW and 347 Nm and it is much more 
fuel efficient.

The impressive part of the new V6 is the way 
it revs sweetly well above 6  000 rpm, something 
that is not often the case with this type of engine 

configuration. One of the interesting characteristics 
of the new engine is that effectively exhaust mani-
folding is deleted as the extractor tracts are cast into 
the cylinder heads.

In fact the new engine is 40 per cent lighter than 
the old 3,8-litre V6, which will also help handling. 
However, drivers of more tar-orientated SUVs will 
be in for a bit of a shock when first experiencing a 
Wrangler (in either two or four-door Unlimited 
form) is that the ride is extremely jiggly on tar com-
pared to a conventional, unitary construction SUV. 
Think of it as a heritage thing.

Our choice would definitely be automatic. On the 
launch drive, sampling a short-wheelbase Wrangler 
Sport with a six-speed manual, we found the gear 
change to be quite inept, making a simple fifth to 
sixth gear change almost impossible to achieve!

The Grand Cherokee has also been fresh-
ened with a new 3,0-litre direct-injection diesel, 
using MultiJett II technology developed by Jeep’s 
big-daddy company Fiat. The new engine, built by 
VM Motori and developed in conjunction wit Fiat 

Powertrain, develops 177 kW and 550 Nm of torque 
at 2 800 rpm. This represents a 10 per cent increase 
in power, and eight per cent increase in torque over 
the previous turbodiesel engine.

Jeep’s Cherokee has exceptional on-road com-
fort now to go with its legendary off-road ability and 
in fact its pricing is very competitive.

Wrangler prices range fromR369  990 to 
R414  990, while Grand Cherokee pricing is from 
R599 990 to R645 990.

Considering the market segments where its 
models are placed, it is no wonder that Jeep sales 
made a huge come back last year and are likely to 
continue that way in 2012. ■

Launches

New Engines For Jeep Stalwarts

Ford’s Cross-over Entry

Wrangler is no-nonsense SUV.

The Ford Kuga.“The Kuga thus takes on the 
likes of the VW Tiguan all-wheel-
drive automatic models and the 

upper-end models of the Kia 
Sorento and Hyundai iX35.”

“... a balance of suspension 
suppleness, bump absorption 

and directional stability that 
is perhaps unequalled in just 

about every category ...”
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So, what do you do when you want to make sure that 
your particular Range Rover Sport Supercharged 
stands out further from the crowd?

You order the AutoBiography model, which 
boasts a unique Titan Front Grille (yes, all those 
words begin with upper-case lettering) Titan Side 
Vent, 20-inch alloy wheels which are specific to the 
Autobiography in that they have nine spokes, body 
colour door handles and side skirts.

For your interior trim you can order a number 
of colour and trim themes, with sporty but still ul-
tra-luxurious combinations that come with names 
like Cannes, Valencia, Le Mans, Monaco….. well, 
you get the picture.

What all this means is that you are top dog 
on the Range Rover Sport pile. Your new-for 2012 
Supercharged also obeys your every command re-
garding cabin comfort via voice activation, while 
the infotainment touch screen now has dual view, 
so while you’re doing the driving and the navigat-
ing, your pampered passenger can be watching a 
DVD, such as “You Only Live Twice.”

Aah, now there’s a thought. Somehow, this 
car makes you feel more like James Bond than any 

two-seater, simply because it is more suited to all the 
kind of stuff Bond does in the 90 minutes of work he 
puts in each year. Than, say, an Aston.

You can chase baddies down the Autostrada 
at 225 km/h, and clamber up vertical rock faces in 
this thing, where an Aston, or a Jag XKR, for that 
matter, would be spinning its wheels. And if you 
catch some thugs and want to stow them in the lug-
gage area, there is a power option now, so you don’t 
crease your tux by reaching up too high.

Land Rover South Africa’s Managing Director 
Kevin Flynn made the point at the launch a week 
ago that any Range Rover still has to have off-road 
ability, so we did some reasonably challenging clam-
bering over rocks and up slopes in the Supercharged 
Autobiographies, proving that even with ultra low 
profile rubber, you can go and play.

Simply punch in the right button on the console 
for slippery, rocky or whatever conditions, so that 
the air suspension adjusts itself accordingly, select 
low range and hill descent when you need it, and, 
bob’s your aunty.

The engine on this car, though, remains its 
masterpiece. Its 5,0-litre capacity, boosted by a 

supercharger, delivers 375 kW and it revs to 6 500 
in a distinctive sound that is just, well, stupefying.

What amazed me about this car is that people 
seem to know what it represents. Petrol pump peo-
ple, students hanging outside pubs in Stellenbosch, 
all gave it the thumbs up.

I spent a fair amount of time at fuel pumps. Even 
driving with superhuman restraint I could return 
no better consumption than about 15,5   litres/100. 
Use that loud-pedal on the right and it’s like a go-
rilla bursting out of a monastery and heading for 
the nearest bar. To hell with restraint, hey, let’s have 
some fun!

Arrogance. That’s the feeling that came over 
me after a few days with this car. It has road hold-
ing to make nonsense of passes like Du Toit’s Kloof 
or Franschhoek, and the accelerative ability to 
flatten everything on its patch. You do what you 
wanna do.

You tool along Camps Bay Drive with that V8 
just a-whispering, knowing full well that you can 
run that show-off way down there in his Ferrari 
pretty close. Ja.

Yours for R1 159 300. ■

Launches

Exclusivity Just Got More Exclusive

The Range Rover Sport Supercharged.
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A unique scheme to make holidays a “less-stress-
ful undertaking” was undertaken by Nissan dur-
ing the summer peak months. The KZN coastline 
was awash with a fleet of red-branded Nissan 
NP300 Hardbody vehicles last December as the 
“Nissan 1-ton works while you play” campaign 
took to the region. Providing a host of services 
to nearly 13 000 holiday makers and beach goers 
alike, the Nissan Hard Workers were on hand 
to make the summer holiday that much more 
enjoyable.

Hitting the beach without the strain

The typically long and strenuous walk from parking 
lots near the coastline’s most popular beaches was 
given a relaxing breath of fresh air, as the Nissan 
NP300 Hardbody crews offered free rides and help-
ing hands to- and from the beaches, in an effort to 

relieve beach goers of having to carry all their be-
longings to their favourite sandy spots. Customers 
were also encouraged to book test drives – almost 
1500 test drive requests were undertaken, giving 
Nissan dealers great opportunity to kick-start 2012 
in a big way.

Extra service with a smile

Various shopping complexes and fuel stations were 
also fronted by the Nissan 1-ton Hard Workers, 
who provided assistance to shoppers and offered 
windscreen cleaning services to patrons, with the 
odd umbrella a welcomed relief on the rainier days. 
Beach cleanup teams were also dispatched to ensure 
beach goers could enjoy litter-free beaches.

Giveaways and a great grand prize

Over 1700 prizes and branded items were given 

out over the duration of the campaign – from 
caps to pens and lanyards. As the greatest incen-
tive, a tool kit worth R5000 was on offer as the 
grand prize.

Ballito provides grand prize winner

Mr Eugene Mc Carthy found himself to be a lucky 
man after booking a test drive in a Nissan NP300 
while unpacking his car at Ballito Beach. Hailing 
from Eldorado Park in Johannesburg, his tool kit 
was handed over at McCarthy Nissan Randburg. 
Comprising a large tool box, carry case and a so-
phisticated power drill, Mc Carthy remarked how 
he would definitely enjoy using the tools at home. 
He will also be enjoying a test drive in the NP300 
Hardbody after stating “every man dreams of driv-
ing a double cab.” ■

Mr Eugene Mc Carthy (centre) from Eldorado Park in Johannesburg receives his tool kit from Vishaan Naidoo, Product Manager for 
NP300 - LCV Business Unit at Nissan SA (right) and Ross Sampson, Fleet Sales Manager at McCarthy Nissan Randburg (left). The 
“Nissan 1-ton works while you play” campaign’s grand prize is worth R5000. || Date:27 January 2012| Pic:170756|

Nissan’s Holiday Relief Scheme

To advertise in  contact

Bruno Lupini on 081 354 7212 or email him at bruno.lupini@gmail.com
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His father was a motor industry man who worked 
for Packard, Ford and then Chrysler, and in fact 
spent 35 years with the Chrysler Corporation, be-
fore he retired.

Trent’s brother Tom was also a Chrysler man, 
so cars and Chrysler were a staple in the Barcroft 
family.

He’s currently on his second tour of duty 
as Chrysler South Africa’s MD, having manned 
that post between 1998 and mid-2005. He’s been 
back at the helm here since 2009 and says that his 
fascination with South Africa began way back 
in 1994, when he and his wife Cathy came here 
on holiday.

“We loved the place and we began working out 
ways in which we could get to spend some serious 
time here,” he says.

At that time he was working in Atlanta, at the 
foot of the Appalachian mountains, having begun 
his motor industry career at Chrysler’s regional of-
fice in New Orleans, where he worked from 1982 
to 1989.

It was with the idea of eventually getting 
to South Africa in mind that he transferred to 
Chrysler’s international division in 1995, and he 
then spent two years in Detroit. When Chrysler re-
established itself in South Africa in late 1998 Trent 
was set to go.

“After my first stint here I moved to Dubai to 
head up the Middle East Division between 2005 and 
2009. Then I was asked to come back and head up 
the operation with the new independent Chrysler 
South Africa, and for a year I ran both the Middle 
East show and the South African operation, com-
muting between Johannesburg and Dubai.”

Trent studied political science and political his-
tory at university, but his real interest has always 
been cars. He says the downturn of 2008 was tough, 
and hen asked how Chrysler managed to survive he 
says simply that “everyone persevered.”

Today Fiat owns 58 per cent of Chrysler, and 
the other 42 per cent is owned by the Auto Workers 
Union Pension Fund in America.

He is extremely proud that Chrysler took a loan 
of 12-billion US dollars and managed to repay the 
loan in full.

“The last chunk was eight-billion dollars, and 
it wasn’t as if we had obtained a government grant, 
a charity, it was a loan on strict business lines. We 
paid back a billion dollars in interest on that loan.”

Late January 2012 was an extremely good time 
to interview Trent Barcroft, as the company that has 
occupied such a huge chunk of his life is in great 
shape right now. In December 2011 Chrysler was 
the top-performing US company, with sales up 38 
per cent year-on-year for the month of December.

Profile

Time out with Trent Barcroft, Chrysler 
South Africa’s Managing Director

Trent Barcroft is 50-something, 
elegant, well-spoken and, as he 
likes to tell people, he’s “never 
eaten a bite of food that wasn’t put 
on the table by Chrysler.”

Trent Barcroft.

“Today Fiat owns 58 per cent of 

Chrysler, and the other 42 per 

cent is owned by the Auto Workers 

Union Pension Fund in America.”

continued on next page 
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Profile

“Chrysler Canada actually had the best sales 
month since 2002, and everywhere else the sales 
story has been similar.”

So how did Chrysler manage this great 
turnaround?

“Product. Getting the right guys in place and 
doing what had to be done. With all due respect to 
our former partners (Daimler) we had some bad 
times in terms of product during that association. 
Now the engineers are given a free hand in devel-
oping product, and behind them they have the 
drive of our CEO, Sergio Marchionne (the 59 year-
old Italian credited with managing Chrysler from 
bankruptcy to profitability)

“His focus has been right back on product, giv-
ing them the tools to get done what they wanted to 
do but were not allowed to do in the past. He was 
prepared to put in the cost, the right materials.”

“Look at the Grand Cherokee. It’s phenomenal. 
We are up 170 per cent year-on-year with the new 
model (introduced in South Africa early last year). 
here in this country, and it’s pretty much the same 
story around the world.”

“The Ram full-sized pick-up in the US is doing 
just as well for us, and the Dodge Charger (a modern 
day muscle-car rendition of the famous pony-car 
icon of the late ‘60s) is an amazing success. I was in 

the US recently and the revamped versions are eve-
rywhere, with their distinctive ‘70s-style rear end.”

Barcroft says there is a similar success pattern 
with the new 300C, a car that he confirms is des-
tined for South Africa this year, probably in mid-
2012. And the Voyager is still doing good business.

“We’ve done a lot with Voyager recently in 
terms of freshening it up, and with it’s new 3,6-litre 
Overland V6, its fantastically economical now.”

Barcroft is similarly bullish about the Dodge 
Journey, which he says is the ideal vehicle for those 
people who need occasional space and seven-seater 
capacity, but want something smaller.

Chrysler’s sales increased overall by just under 
40 per cent in 2011 in South Africa. What plans 
does he have for making further inroads?

“We have 36 dealers across the country right 
now, and we are on a carefully strategized expansion 
programme. Soon we will be opening new dealer-
ships in Wonderboom in Pretoria, in Tygervalley in 
Cape Town, in the Bruma area in Johannesburg, in 
central Durban, and in Newcastle in KZN.”

“Interestingly, it is our existing dealers who 
are beating on the door to try and secure the new 
franchises, so that says a lot for the confidence in 
Chrysler here, and of course, the Jeep brand.”

“Cherokee and Wrangler were phenomenal 
for us last year, with 1  300 Wranglers and 1  500 
Cheorkees sold, almost doubling the volume over 
the previous year. And as for the Compass, we 
can’t get enough of them, we have a six month 
waiting list.”

What about customer satisfaction? Or CSI as 
the index is termed?

“On after-sales we are about middle of the pack, 
which is okay, but not good enough.. But it is the 
sales CSI area that I’m really concerned about , be-
cause we should be at or near the top. We were in 
the top slots when I was here during my first stint 
between 1998 and 2005. and I fully intend to regain 
that position. Most of our dealerships are under the 
same ownership, and if they could do it before, they 
can do it again.” ■

 continued from previous page

“We’ve done a lot with Voyager 
recently in terms of freshening it up, 
and with it’s new 3,6-litre Overland 

V6, its fantastically economical now.”

“Soon we will be opening new 
dealerships in Wonderboom in 
Pretoria, in Tygervalley in Cape 

Town, in the Bruma area in 
Johannesburg, in central Durban, 

and in Newcastle in KZN.”
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Fresh from the successful launch of the new 
XUV500 sports utility vehicle (SUV) at the end of 
2011, the Indian company is now launching its new 
1,2-ton Genio bakkie on the local market, after it 
was previewed at the Johannesburg International 
Motor Show in October.

The Genio attracted a great deal of interest at 
JIMS. Now, it will be available in South Africa less 
than six months after its international launch in 
India.

The Genio is a very important new model for 
Mahindra, which has been making vehicles for 
more than 60 years, because this is the first vehicle 
designed by the company from the outset as both a 
domestic and an export model range.

“We are very pleased to have this new addition 
to our growing range in South Africa,” commented 
the CEO of Mahindra South Africa, Ashok Thakur.

“What makes the Genio different from the com-
petition is its 1,2-ton load capability and the large 

loadbox. Moreover, it is engineered to be as rugged 
and robust as the other members of the Mahindra 
family, such as the Bolero, Scorpio and Thar, which 
have already proven themselves in local conditions.”

In the past, Mahindra has adapted Indian do-
mestic models, such as the Bolero, Scorpio, Thar 
and Xylo for sale in export markets.

Now, the Genio changes all that. It is the result 
of extensive worldwide research in terms of what 
the bakkie buyer requires in the various markets 
where this type of vehicle is popular.

The Genio was launched in the Indian market 
at the end of January last year and is now being ex-
ported, initially to Africa – South Africa is the first 
country outside India to receive the Genio – and 
then to South and Central America, Sri Lanka, 
Malaysia, Indonesia and Europe. Ultimately, it will 
go to 22 countries in Africa, with the priorities be-
ing South Africa, Algeria, Ghana, Angola, Nigeria, 
Egypt and Morocco.

Initially, only 4x2 models are available, with the 
4x4 models to follow later in 2012. Launch prices 
are: R149 900 for the single cab and R189 900 for the 
double cab derivative.

All models are backed by a 3-year/100 000km 
warranty and roadside assistance for one year; 
while a 3-year/60 000km service plan is an optional 
extra.

The Genio is powered by the mHawk turbo 
diesel engine, which is a joint development between 
Mahindra and Austrian powertrain engineering 
specialists, AVL. The common rail power unit de-
velops 88 kW of power and 290N.m of torque. It is 
particularly good on fuel economy. All the mod-
els in the current Genio range have a five-speed 
manual gearbox.

The Genio uses a similar platform to the Xylo 
people carrier that was introduced to SA in 2009, 
but the chassis frame is all-new. Suspension is in-
dependent in front, with coil springs, while leaf 
springs suspend the live rear axle.

The pick up also boasts several benefits for 
the customer. It has the most spacious cabin in 
its class, ensuring driver comfort and the big-
gest cargo box in its class. The Genio also has the 
shortest turning radius, allowing easy manoeu-
vrability and the longest wheelbase for high speed 
stability. ■

Mahindra Launches Its 1.2 Ton 
Genio Bakkie On SA Market

Mahindra’s new 1,2 Genio bakkie is a forward-cab design with a 
difference. It’s 1,2 ton load capacity sets it apart from its competitors in 
this market, thanks to a bigger load box, and the suspension capability 
designed to cope with a slightly heavier load.

Mahindra’s new 1,2 Genio bakkie.
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Mouthpiece

“The Salomon Skyrun attracts the lunatic fringe 
of trail runners, each November breaking the 
pre-dawn silence of the normally sleepy Eastern 
Cape hamlet of Lady Grey as they canter whoop-
ing and hollering down the town’s main road – the 
only stretch of tar on the entire route – to start 
a mountain odyssey which rates as one of the 
toughest sporting events you can do anywhere in 
the world.

“That’s not only because of the extreme ter-
rain, but also because the event is unsupported, 
you carry everything you need, and the route is un-
marked and non-stop: a night on the mountains is 
a given for all but the fastest runners. Oh, and the 
race distance is more like 105 km not the 100 km 
it is billed as.

I’m one of those pounding the tarmac but as the 
black stuff disappears behind us the dust starts to 
rise from 300-odd stampeding feet and the butter-
flies disappear as we jostle for position on the hik-
ing trail which marks the start of a long climb up 
to Avoca Peak, 40 kilometres away and more than 
2 700 metres above sea level.

That was 4 am, but it’s now about 10 pm and a 
yellowy-cream moon is rising majestically, casting 
a glow over a landscape which by starlight alone is 
inky black. Lady Grey and Avoca are distant memo-
ries as I watch the moon grow, and since then I’ve 
almost been blown off the mountains. I’ve managed 
the knee-busting descent with only a couple of mi-
nor slips and falls before trudging down the road to 

Edgehill, scaling the bridle pass to get out of the val-
ley and along with my companions, now find myself 
trekking at pace by headlamp towards Turn, where 
angels live…

10 pm means 18 hours since the start, and 
hopefully I’m three-quarters done: my personal tar-
get is 24 hours: a neat, easily-assimilated number. 
So much has gone before, that it could be from an-
other lifetime.

How much further? Why won’t the wind die 
down? Will my water last? Am I eating enough? 
What am I doing here?

And all the time it’s run…run…run, putting 
one foot in front of the other; planting it as firmly 
and evenly on the ground as possible and avoiding 
the edges of the trail – when there is one – which 
can so easily cause you to roll an ankle or trip your-
self up. Each step of the route is dictated by the ne-
cessity to get to the next checkpoint and to get one’s 
‘passport’ stamped: miss one and your day is ruined 
and all the effort will be in vain.

The Wall: It’s like climbing the devil’s staircase. 
On occasion you’re on hands and knees. It’s a lung-
busting two steps forward, one step back process, 
not made any easier by the three in front, Jo with 
GPS in hand, then Bruce and Max, and Yours Truly 
bringing up the rear with a second GPS. We can’t 
go wrong…

Ahead is the final descent. For me it’s slow and 
painful and I feel a blister on my right heel finally 
burst, but the others seem to have had a second 
wind. I wonder whether they’re going to desert me, 
and whether Jo and Max are going to fight for the 
final women runner’s podium spot?

We cross a stream, clamber up the sandy 
bank, and there, less than a few hundred metres 
away, is the Salomon/Thule inflatable arch – the 
end of an amazing journey of self-discovery. A 
final fence is clambered, we stop and reassemble, 
four perfect strangers who know themselves and 
each other a lot better than they did 24 hours and 
19 minutes earlier. We link arms and run, whoop-
ing and hollering, across the finish line. We’re 
Skyrunners. ■

Skyrunning

Burford looking fresh after an 18-hour trot – six hours to go! Picture: Craig Kolesky

Adrian Burford has been a motoring 
journalist since 1989. Recently he 
competed in the Salomon Skyrun, 
which has nothing to do with 
motorised transport but everything 
to do with dedication, preparation, 
endurance, concentration and, 
well, as much speed as can be 
mustered. In short, the kind of 
attitude that saw Giniel de Villiers 
finish on the podium in this year’s 
Dakar. The following are extracts 
from an article he wrote for 
Runners World.

“And all the time it’s run…run…run, 
putting one foot in front of the other; 

planting it as firmly and evenly on 
the ground as possible and avoiding 
the edges of the trail – when there is 

one – which can so easily cause you 
to roll an ankle or trip yourself up.”

“The Wall: It’s like climbing the 
devil’s staircase. On occasion 

you’re on hands and knees. It’s a 
lung-busting two steps forward, 

one step back process, not made 
any easier by the three in front, ...” 
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Snippets

JESSUP JOINS CAM
John Jessup has joined China Africa Motors as 
Managing Consultant: Sales, Marketing and After-
Sales with effect from February 1.

CAM is perhaps best known for its impres-
sive sales success with the 15-seater Inyathi mini 
bus during the mini bus taxi recapitalisation pro-
gramme. The appointment of the experienced 
Jessup, 65, who has over 40 years of service in the 
South African motor industry and has worked 
for companies like Volkswagen, General Motors, 
BMW and Nissan, signals the company’s intention 
to expand their Chinese-sourced product range and 
compete in a broader spectrum of market segments.

Jessup, a graduate of the University of Port 
Elizabeth, is a former marketing director of both 
BMW South Africa and Nissan South Africa and 
joins CAM after a nearly two-year stint as CEO of 
Geely South Africa.

“I am particularly impressed with the ad-
vanced, dynamic and innovative nature of their 
plans. It will be challenging and I look forward to 
being part of it,” said Jessup.

“I enjoyed my two years with Geely and all the 
basics are in place, but it is now time for somebody 
else to take them to the next level. They have great 

products between the Geely and DFSK brands and 
deserve success.” ■

SECOND LARGEST FINE
Two Japanese automotive component manufactur-
ers, Yazaki Corporation and Denso Corporation, 
have pleaded guilty to charges of contravening the 
Sherman Act in the US by conspiring to fix prices 
and rig bids between 2000 and 2010. Yakazi has 
agreed to pay a fine of $470 million, the second larg-
est fine in the history of the Sherman Act. Denso 
has agreed to pay a fine of $78 million. 

In addition to the fines, four executives who 
pleaded guilty will serve prison sentences rang-
ing from 15 months to two years. The fines and 
prison sentences are subject to court approval. The 
American authorities will be assisted in their ongo-
ing investigation of price fixing in the auto parts in-
dustry by undertakings from the convicted execu-
tives to cooperate with the investigators. ■

RENAULT WANTS HELP
French car maker Renault, which always seems 
to struggle to sell its top end models is looking to 

collaboration with Mercedes-Benz in developing a 
new luxury car contender in the future. (Renault 
and its partner Nissan set up an alliance with 
Mercedes-Benz in 2010).

DEALER FRUSTRATION
Motor dealers in the US are showing their frustra-
tion with the constant demands by the motor man-
ufacturers and distributors for facility upgrades 
and renovations. The National Automobile Dealers’ 
Association (NADA) has been studying these com-
plaints for a while now and will meet with the motor 
companies in the next few months.

The dealers want the makers to put up a proper 
business case for costly renovations, which usually 
occur in cycles of about five years. ■

TOYOTA BULLISH
Toyota is being very bullish about its sales in 2012 
after severe stock shortages for much of 2011 due to 
natural disasters in Japan and Thailand. The com-
pany says it aims to lift sales by 21% this year, go-
ing from 7,95-million units in 20112 to 9,58-million 
this year. ■

Audi’s mega-buck showroom in Northcliff. Dealers in the US are complaining  about having to upgrade their buildings to corporate 
dictates on a  frequent basis.
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NEW AUTOMOTIVE CLUSTER
The Eastern Cape will launch an automotive indus-
try cluster in March to improve the region’s compe-
tiveness as a vehicle manufacturing hub. Currently 
General Motors, Mercedes-Benz and Volkswagen 
operate plants in this region, which is also home to 
many component suppliers. One of the areas to be 
addressed is logistics and connectivity with other 
regions in the country. ■

CHINESE JAGS
Jaguar Land Rover, which is owned by Indian giant 
Tata, is believed to be in talks with Chinese vehicle 
maker Chery to set up a joint venture to manufac-
ture Jaguars and Land Rovers in the world’s biggest 
vehicle market. ■

ELECTRONICS FEAR
Scientists are becoming increasingly worried that 
the growing number of electronic systems being 
used in cars could have a safety risk. Drivers can 
talk to each other via Bluetooth phone connections, 

ask their cars for directions and dial up satellite ra-
dio (in certain countries) and an increasing number 
of cars offer Internet connectivity, while the same 
cars use electronic components to signal the car to 
accelerate (using the drive-by-wire accelerator ped-
al) and also to control vehicle stability.

The big fear is possible vulnerability to hack-
ing into the car’s electronics system by outsiders. 
This could result in security systems being over-
ridden or braking, accelerating and stability being 
controlled by an external person as well as the pos-
sibility of spies listening in to conversations inside 
a car. ■

GM, VW DOMINATE  
IN CHINA

General Motors and Volkswagen had seven of the 
top selling cars in China in 2011. General Motors’ 
Buick Excelle took top spot with 254 000 units, with 
the Cruze third and the New Sail seventh, while 
VW’s Lavida, Jetta, Bora and Santana ranked sec-
ond, fourth, fifth and six respectively.

China’s FAW Group’s Xiali, the Hyundai 
Elantra Yuedong and Ford Focus ranked eighth, 
ninth and 10th. ■

TOYOTA FIGHTS BACK
Toyota and its premium Lexus brand are fighting 
back after being hammered by massive safety re-
calls over the past few years involving more than 
10 million vehicles worldwide. A recent survey 
by Consumer Reports magazine in the US placed 
Toyota, Ford and Honda in the top three places 
overall. The survey rates consumer perceptions of 
the 27 automotive brands available in the US

A survey by the National Automobile Dealer 
Association (NADA) in the US showed Hyundai, 
Subaru and Lexus dealers to be the most satis-
fied with their relationships with their respective 
manufacturers. This was the third successive survey 
period that Hyundai had placed No. 1, but Lexus’s 
good showing was a surprise given that it lost sales 
leadership in the US luxury car market for the first 
time in 12 years in 2011, with this honour going to 
BMW for the first time. ■

A dashboard being assembled by Johnson Controls in East London. The region is planning a big drive to attract local components 
suppliers to the Eastern Cape region, starting in March.

Snippets
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By RogeR HougHton

The system has been exacerbated enormously in the 
last two months by the Daimler Group’s global edict 
not to disclose sales in detail due to an Anti-Trust 
investigation in Europe. MAN, Scania, Volvo and 
Iveco are among the other companies being investi-
gated, but they continue to release full sales reports 
to NAAMSA.

The problem is that Daimler is the biggest play-
er in the local truck and bus market, with a share of 
approximately 25% so without its figures the data is 
of little worth. They are also a significant player in 
the luxury car market as well as being the leader in 
small MPV sales with the B-Series. They have only 
one model, the Vito, in the LCV sector and it sells in 
low volumes, so is not a factor.

Daimler refused to divulge any figures at the 
end of December, but relented somewhat in January 

and released total sales in terms of passenger cars – 
1 878 units – and commercial vehicles – 429 units.

These figures were not part of the NAAMSA 
report for January and neither was GWM, which 
hit a record high of 860 units in January, but is not 
broken down into categories or models.

GWM has been reporting a total sales figure 
since January 2011 and the progress by this com-
paratively new Chinese make has been most im-
pressive, going from 401 units in January 2011 to 
860 units a year later, with the previous high hav-
ing been 740 sales in September last year. Putting 
last month’s total of 860 sales into perspective sees 
fledgling GWM above many well established brands 
such as Honda (729), Renault (688), Chrysler (667), 
Fiat (407), Peugeot-Citroën (301) and Volvo (221).

Then we have the perennial non-reporters being 
the Imperial Group’s Associated Motor Holdings 
(AMH) and its affiliated Amalgamated Automobile 
Distributors (AAD).

The former covers the brands Hyundai, Kia, 
Ssang Yong, Daihatsu and Proton, while AAD cur-
rently sells Chery cars and Foton LCVs. This group-
ing is now a major factor in the market. In January 
it accounted for 6 813 sales (putting it third behind 
Volkswagen and Toyota), made up of 3  321 small 
cars, 2  104 medium cars, 161 large cars, 738 4x4s 
and SUVs, 461 light commercials and 28 medium 
commercials.

If we add all these non-reporters together for 
January we get a total of 9 980 units. Adding this 
to the NAAMSA-reported sales of 27  226 we get 
a market of 37  206 units, with the non-reporters 
share being a massive 36,7%.

This is an increasingly alarming factor in terms 
of accurately measuring the largest vehicle market 
on the African continent and a major player in the 
overall economy of SA. The sooner we have full ex-
posure the better. ■

Autolive NAAMSA Sales Comment For January 2012
The vehicle sales figures issued monthly by NAAMSA are becoming increasingly irrelevant as the number of 
companies not reporting detailed sales continues to grow.

TOTAL MARKET

YTD 2012 45 944
YTD 2011 45 107
Increase of 1,90% between YTD 2012 and 2011
JANUARY 2012 45 944
DECEMBER 2011 45 191
JANUARY 2011 45 107
Increase of 1,90% between sales in January 2011 and January 2010

PASSENGER CAR MARKET

YTD 2012 33 550
YTD 2011 32 963
Increase of 1,80% between 2012 and 2011
JANUARY 2012 33 550 
DECEMBER 2011 30 713
JANUARY 2011 32 963
Increase of 1,80% between sales in January 2012 and January 2011

LIGHT COMMERCIAL VEHICLE MARKET

YTD 2012 11 079
YTD 2011 10 551
Increase of 5% between 2012 and 2011
JANUARY 2012 11 079
DECEMBER 2011 12 814
JANUARY 2011 10 551
Increase of 5% between sales in January 2012 and January 2010

OVERALL TRUCK AND BUS MARKET

YTD 2012 1 315

YTD 2011 1 593

OVERALL TRUCK AND BUS MARKET

Decrease of 17,5% YTD 2012 and YTD 2011

JANUARY 2012 1 315

DECEMBER 2011 1 664

JANUARY 2011 1 675

Decrease of 17,5% between sales in January 2012 and January 2011

TOTAL VEHICLE EXPORTS

YTD 2012 10 445

YTD 2011 10 185

Increase of 1,9% between 2012 and 2011

JANUARY 2012 10 445

DECEMBER 2011 14 185

JANUARY 2011 10 165

Increase of 1,9% between exports in January 2012 and January 2011

PASSENGER CAR EXPORTS

2012 5 207

2011 7 547

Decrease of 31% between 2012 and 2011

LIGHT COMMERCIAL VEHICLE EXPORTS

2012 5 224

2011 2 600

Increase of 100,9% between 2012 and 2011

TRUCK AND BUS EXPORTS

2012 14
2011 38
Decrease of 63% between total truck and bus exports in 2012 and 2011

South African Vehicle Sales Figures At The End Of January 2012
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COMPOSITION OF PASSENGER CAR MARKET BY TYPE FOR 2011
FOR YTD JUNE 2000

2011
SALES

2011
% 

SHARE

2010
SALES

2010
% 

SHARE

YOY
% Var

ENTRY CARS

CHEV SPARK 7 414 60.8% 7 108 77.4% -16.7%

TOYOTA AYGO 2 152 17.6% 0 0.0% 17.6%

SUZUKI ALTO 1 318 10.8% 1 102 12.0% -1.2%

CITROEN C1 420 3.4% 322 3.5% -0.1%

CHANA BENNI 348 2.9% 120 1.3% 1.5%

PEUGEOT 107 338 2.8% 261 2.8% -0.1%

SMART FORTWO 124 1.0% 97 1.1% -0.0%

RENAULT TWINGO 84 0.7% 168 1.8% -1.1%

TOTAL 12 198 9 178 32.9%
LIGHT CARS

VW POLO VIVO 25 742 19.5% 17 362 17.6% 2.0%

VW POLO 20 485 15.5% 16 723 16.9% -1.4%

FORD FIGO 15 370 11.7% 4 380 4.4% 7.2%

TOYOTA YARIS 10 215 7.7% 8 560 8.7% -0.9%

VW POLO VIVO 
SEDAN

9 495 7.2% 5 935 6.0% 1.2%

CHEV AVEO 9013 6.8% 6120 6.2% 0.6%

RENAULT 
SANDERO

6 632 5.0% 5 031 5.1% -0.1%

FORD FIESTA 6 407 4.9% 8 254 8.4% -3.5%

NISSAN MICRA 4 389 3.3% 298 0.3% 3.0%

HONDA JAZZ 3 542 2.7% 4 064 4.1% -1.4%

VW POLO SEDAN 3 339 2.5% 0 0.0% 2.5%

OPEL CORSA 2 731 2.1% 3 670 3.7% -1.6%

MAZDA 2 1 918 1.5% 2 707 2.7% -1.3%

NISSAN LIVINA 1 761 1.3% 2 214 2.2% -0.9%

SUZUKI SWIFT 1 509 1.1% 1378 1.4% -0.2%

NISSAN JUKE 1 475 1.1% 0 0.0% 1.1%

FIAT PUNTO 1 204 0.9% 997 1.0% -0.1%

PEUGEOT 207 1 027 0.8% 1 117 1.1% -0.4%

TATA INDICA 
VISTA

902 0.7% 1 155 1.2% -0.5%

FORD IKON 842 0.6% 1 562 1.6% -0.9%

TATA B-LINE 775 0.6% 953 1.0% -0.4%

RENAULT LOGAN 744 0.6% 1 521 1.5% -1.0%

VW CROSS POLO 680 0.5% 506 0.5% 0.0%

CITROEN C3 652 0.5% 542 0.5% -0.1%

RENAULT CLIO III 551 0.4% 763 0.8% -0.4%

TATA INDICA 181 0.1% 606 0.6% -0.5%

FIAT PALIO II 94 0.1% 92 0.1% -0.0%

CHEV SONIC 84 0.1% 0 0.0% 0.1%

CITROEN C3 
Picasso

63 0.0% 139 0.1% -0.1%

TATA INDIGO 35 0.0% 104 0.1% -0.1%

FIAT GRANDE 
PUNTO

0 0.0% 94 0.1% -0.1%

POLO CLASSIC 0 0.0% 562 0.6% -0.6%

COMPOSITION OF PASSENGER CAR MARKET BY TYPE FOR 2011
FOR YTD JUNE 2000

2011
SALES

2011
% 

SHARE

2010
SALES

2010
% 

SHARE

YOY
% Var

CITI GOLF 0 0.0% 1420 1.4% -1.4%

TOTAL 131 857 98 829 33.4%
MEDIUM CARS

TOYOTA 
COROLLA

16 660 26.7% 17 844 31.5% -4.8%

CHEV CRUZE 7 297 11.7% 4 586 8.1% 3.6%

VW GOLF 6 7 123 11.4% 5 786 10.2% 1.2%

NISSAN QASHQAI 4 058 6.5% 2 325 4.1% 2.4%

FORD FOCUS 2 877 4.6% 2 788 4.9% -0.3%

NISSAN TIIDA 2 797 4.5% 4 606 8.1% -3.6%

TOYOTA AURIS 2 521 4.0% 1 533 2.7% 1.3%

CHEV OPTRA 2 474 4.0% 1 951 3.4% 0.5%

MAZDA 3 1 866 3.0% 3 090 5.4% -2.5%

DODGE CALIBER 1 663 2.7% 1 174 2.1% 0.6%

OPEL ASTRA 1 630 2.6% 496 0.9% 1.7%

VW JETTA 5 1 553 2.5% 2 868 5.1% -2.6%

VW JETTA 6 1 369 2.2% 0 0.0% 2.2%

SUZUKI SX4 1 345 2.2% 1 312 2.3% -0.2%

RENAULT 
MEGANE III

1 282 2.1% 1 566 2.8% -0.7%

HONDA BALLADE 1 216 1.9% 0 0.0% 1.9%

HONDA CIVIC 997 1.6% 1 549 2.7% -1.1%

ALFA GIULIETTA 649 1.0% 60 0.1% 0.9%

PEUGEOT 308 561 0.9% 572 1.0% -0.1%

PEUGEOT 3008 506 0.8% 531 0.9% -0.1%

RENAULT 
FLUENCE

484 0.8% 0 0.0% 0.8%

DODGE JOURNEY 423 0.7% 600 1.1% -0.4%

MITSUBISHI 
LANCER

330 0.5% 539 1.0% -0.4%

CITROEN C4 242 0.4% 143 0.3% 0.1%

FIAT LINEA 191 0.3% 175 0.3% -0.0%

SUBARU WRX 126 0.2% 106 0.2% 0.0%

HONDA INSIGHT 89 0.1% 29 0.1% 0.1%

SUBARU XV 83 0.1% 6 0.0% 0.1%

FIAT BRAVO 44 0.1% 62 0.1% -0.0%

TOYOTA PRIUS 31 0.0% 144 0.3% -0.2%

SUBARU IMPREZA 8 0.0% 201 0.4% -0.3%

OPEL ASTRA OPC 4 0.0% 37 0.1% -0.1%

VW BEETLE 0 0.0% 1 0.0% -0.0%

VW BEETLE 
CABRIO

0 0.0% 2 0.0% -0.0%

RENAULT 
MEGANE II

0 0.0% 20 0.0% -0.0%

ALFA 147 0 0.0% 2 0.0% -0.0%

TOTAL 62 499 56 704 10.2%

continued on next page 
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COMPOSITION OF PASSENGER CAR MARKET BY TYPE FOR 2011
FOR YTD JUNE 2000

2011
SALES

2011
% 

SHARE

2010
SALES

2010
% 

SHARE

YOY
% Var

TOP LINE CARS

HONDA ACCORD 764 30.4% 1 001 42.6% -12.2%

VW PASSAT 655 26.1% 135 5.7% 20.3%

VW CC 435 17.3% 494 21.0% -3.7%

MAZDA 6 283 11.3% 452 19.2% -8.0%

CHEV LUMINA 141 5.6% 137 5.8% -0.2%

SUZUKI KIZASHI 98 3.9% 0 0.0% 3.9%

PEUGEOT 508 83 3.3% 0 0.0% 3.3%

CITROEN C5 35 1.4% 74 3.1% -1.8%

CHRYSLER 
SEBRING 
CONVERTIBLE

18 0.7% 53 2.3% -1.5%

PEUGEOT 407 2 0.1% 6 0.3% -0.2%

TOTAL 2 514 2 352 6.9%
PREMIUM SMALL/ENTRY CARS

MERCEDES C 
CLASS

13 909 28.4% 13 690 29.2% -0.8%

BMW 3 SERIES 11 702 23.9% 11 922 25.4% -1.6%

AUDI A4 4 898 10.0% 4 584 9.8% 0.2%

BMW 1 SERIES 3 180 6.5% 3 866 8.3% -1.8%

AUDI A1 2 155 4.4% 20 0.0% 4.4%

AUDI A3 Sportback 2 102 4.3% 1 896 4.0% 0.2%

MERCEDES A 
CLASS

1 471 3.0% 1 953 4.2% -1.2%

MINI COOPER 1 395 2.8% 1 652 3.5% -0.7%

VOLVO S60 1 018 2.1% 194 0.4% 1.7%

AUDI A3 974 2.0% 1 065 2.3% -0.3%

FIAT 500 809 1.7% 390 0.8% 0.8%

AUDI A5 Sportback 666 1.4% 795 1.7% -0.3%

AUDI A5 Coupe/
Cabriolet

656 1.3% 727 1.6% -0.2%

LEXUS IS 643 1.3% 854 1.8% -0.5%

VW SCIROCCO 638 1.3% 604 1.3% 0.0%

VOLVO C30 558 1.1% 596 1.3% -0.1%

VOLVO S40 505 1.0% 988 2.1% -1.1%

CITROEN DS3 381 0.8% 275 0.6% 0.2%

MINI COOPER 
ONE

338 0.7% 0 0.0% 0.7%

VOLVO V60 200 0.4% 15 0.0% 0.4%

AUDI A7 143 0.3% 0 0.0% 0.3%

AUDI A4 AVANT 128 0.3% 160 0.3% -0.1%

ALFA MiTO 114 0.2% 195 0.4% -0.2%

LEXUS CT 110 0.2% 0 0.0% 0.2%

CITROEN DS4 92 0.2% 0 0.0% 0.2%

HONDA CR-Z 84 0.2% 70 0.1% 0.0%

RENAULT Laguna 
Coupe

44 0.1% 28 0.1% 0.0%

COMPOSITION OF PASSENGER CAR MARKET BY TYPE FOR 2011
FOR YTD JUNE 2000

2011
SALES

2011
% 

SHARE

2010
SALES

2010
% 

SHARE

YOY
% Var

ALFA 159 37 0.1% 26 0.1% 0.0%

SUBARU LEGACY 35 0.1% 131 0.3% -0.2%

VOLVO V50 32 0.1% 143 0.3% -0.2%

ABARTH 500 5 0.0% 0 0.0% 0.0%

CADILLAC BLS 0 0.0% 3 0.0% -0.0%

SAAB 9-3 0 0.0% 10 0.0% -0.0%

TOTAL 49 022 46 852 4.6%
PREMIUM MEDIUM CARS

MERC E CLASSES 2 661 44.5% 3 030 51.8% -7.4%

BMW 5 SERIES 2 231 37.3% 1 727 29.5% 7.7%

JAGUAR XF 391 6.5% 410 7.0% -0.5%

AUDI A6 374 6.3% 349 6.0% 0.3%

MERCEDES CLS 147 2.5% 35 0.6% 1.9%

MERCEDES R 
CLASS

84 1.4% 36 0.6% 0.8%

LEXUS GS 67 1.1% 90 1.5% -0.4%

VOLVO S80 24 0.4% 73 1.2% -0.8%

CHRYSLER 300C 3 0.1% 66 1.1% -1.1%

CADILLAC CTS 2 0.0% 26 0.4% -0.4%

SAAB 9-5 0 0.0% 1 0.0% -0.0%

CADILLAC STS 0 0.0% 3 0.1% -0.1%

TOTAL 5 984 5 846 2.4%
PREMIUM LARGE

BMW 7 SERIES 227 32.2% 239 28.6% 3.6%

MERCEDES S 
CLASS

206 29.2% 264 31.5% -2.3%

PORSCHE 
PANAMERA

117 16.6% 157 18.8% -2.2%

AUDI A8 70 9.9% 59 7.0% 2.9%

JAGUAR XJ 62 8.8% 84 10.0% -1.2%

LEXUS LS 23 3.3% 34 4.1% -0.8%

TOTAL 705 837 -15.8%
SPORTS SPECIALITY

MERCEDES SLK 310 16.6% 193 12.5% 4.2%

AUDI TT 281 15.1% 185 11.9% 3.1%

BMW 6 SERIES 186 10.0% 21 1.4% 8.6%

BMW Z4 179 9.6% 232 15.0% -5.4%

PORSCHE 911 169 9.1% 116 7.5% 1.6%

PEUGEOT RCZ 153 8.2% 59 3.8% 4.4%

JAGUAR XK 67 3.6% 72 4.6% -1.1%

PORSCHE 
CAYMAN

60 3.2% 36 2.3% 0.9%

MERCEDES SLS 58 3.1% 58 3.7% -0.6%

NISSAN GT-R 56 3.0% 90 5.8% -2.8%

 continued from previous page
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COMPOSITION OF PASSENGER CAR MARKET BY TYPE FOR 2011
FOR YTD JUNE 2000

2011
SALES

2011
% 

SHARE

2010
SALES

2010
% 

SHARE

YOY
% Var

PORSCHE 
BOXTER

52 2.8% 65 4.2% -1.4%

NISSAN 370Z 47 2.5% 104 6.7% -4.2%

MERCEDES CL 42 2.3% 19 1.2% 1.0%

MAZDA MX-5 35 1.9% 46 3.0% -1.1%

AUDI R8 31 1.7% 23 1.5% 0.2%

MASERATI 
GRANCABRIO

31 1.7% 21 1.4% 0.3%

VOLVO C70 27 1.4% 47 3.0% -1.6%

MASERATI 
GRANTURISMO

24 1.3% 30 1.9% -0.6%

MERCEDES SL 23 1.2% 34 2.2% -1.0%

MASERATI 
QUATTROPORTE

13 0.7% 11 0.7% -0.0%

ALFA GT 11 0.6% 35 2.3% -1.7%

MASERATI 
STRADALE

4 0.2% 0 0.0% 0.2%

LEXUS LFA 2 0.1% 0 0.0% 0.1%

ALFA SPIDER 1 0.1% 10 0.6% -0.6%

VW EOS 1 0.1% 24 1.5% -1.5%

LAMBORGHINI 
MURCIELAGO

0 0.0% 2 0.1% -0.1%

LAMBORGHINI 
GALLARDO

0 0.0% 9 0.6% -0.6%

MASERATI 
GRANSPORT

0 0.0% 1 0.1% -0.1%

MERCEDES CLK 0 0.0% 3 0.2% -0.2%

ALFA BRERA 0 0.0% 3 0.2% -0.2%

TOTAL 1 863 1 549 20.3%
MPV SMALL

TOYOTA AVANZA 3 557 77.9% 3 741 76.6% 1.3%

VW CADDY 447 9.8% 410 8.4% 1.4%

FIAT PANDA 316 6.9% 209 4.3% 2.6%

NISSAN GRAND 
LIVINA

231 5.1% 523 10.7% -5.7%

CITROEN 
DISPATCH

16 0.4% 0 0.0% 0.4%

OPEL MERIVA 0 0.0% 1 0.0% -0.0%

TOTAL 4 567 4 884 -6.5%
MPV MEDIUM

MERCEDES B 
CLASS

2 067 42.2% 1 189 30.9% 11.3%

CHEV ORLANDO 798 16.3% 0 0.0% 16.3%

TOYOTA VERSO 759 15.5% 1 191 30.9% -15.4%

MAZDA 5 466 9.5% 634 16.5% -6.9%

COMPOSITION OF PASSENGER CAR MARKET BY TYPE FOR 2011
FOR YTD JUNE 2000

2011
SALES

2011
% 

SHARE

2010
SALES

2010
% 

SHARE

YOY
% Var

VW TOURAN 374 7.6% 215 5.6% 2.1%

RENAULT  
SCENIC III

194 4.0% 360 9.3% -5.4%

PEUGEOT 5008 143 2.9% 0 0.0% 2.9%

RENAULT GRAND 
SCENIC III

61 1.2% 144 3.7% -2.5%

CITROEN GRAND 
C4 PICASSO

24 0.5% 0 0.0% 0.5%

CITROEN C4 
PICASSO

16 0.3% 106 2.8% -2.4%

OPEL ZAFIRA 0 0.0% 3 0.1% -0.1%

FIAT MULTIPLA 0 0.0% 11 0.3% -0.3%

RENAULT  
SCENIC II

0 0.0% 1 0.0% -0.0%

TOTAL 4 902 3 854 27.2%
MPV LARGE

VW T5 KOMBI 630 23.8% 829 34.6% -10.8%

CHRYSLER 
VOYAGER

569 21.5% 467 19.5% 2.0%

MERCEDES VITO 489 18.4% 470 19.6% -1.2%

VW T5 
CARAVELLE

303 11.4% 245 10.2% 1.2%

MERCEDES VIANO 278 10.5% 161 6.7% 3.8%

TOYOTA INNOVA 251 9.5% 0 0.0% 9.5%

MAHINDRA XYLO 132 5.0% 223 9.3% -4.3%

VW SHARAN 0 0.0% 1 0.0% -0.0%

TOTAL 2 652 2 396 10.7%
SUV SMALL

CHEV CAPTIVA 2 533 10.6% 1 811 9.5% 1.1%

BMW X1 2 153 9.0% 1 561 8.2% 0.8%

NISSAN X-TRAIL 1 814 7.6% 1 673 8.8% -1.2%

BMW X3 1 746 7.3% 847 4.4% 2.9%

AUDI Q5 1 697 7.1% 1 209 6.3% 0.8%

VW TIGUAN 1 553 6.5% 1 228 6.4% 0.1%

JEEP WRANGLER 1 521 6.4% 1 145 6.0% 0.4%

TOYOTA RAV 4 1 441 6.0% 1 562 8.2% -2.2%

HONDA CRV 1 136 4.8% 1 622 8.5% -3.7%

LAND ROVER 
FREELANDER 2

978 4.1% 925 4.8% -0.8%

SUZUKI JIMNY 790 3.3% 784 4.1% -0.8%

MINI COOPER 776 3.2% 131 0.7% 2.6%

SUBARU 
FORESTER

758 3.2% 658 3.4% -0.3%
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COMPOSITION OF PASSENGER CAR MARKET BY TYPE FOR 2011
FOR YTD JUNE 2000

2011
SALES

2011
% 

SHARE

2010
SALES

2010
% 

SHARE

YOY
% Var

JEEP PATRIOT 756 3.2% 700 3.7% -0.5%

VOLVO XC60 713 3.0% 835 4.4% -1.4%

L-R RANGE 
ROVER EVOQUE

638 2.7% 0 0.0% 2.7%

JEEP COMPASS 529 2.2% 1 0.0% 2.2%

JEEP CHEROKEE 478 2.0% 528 2.8% -0.8%

SUZUKI GRAND 
VITARA

402 1.7% 369 1.9% -0.3%

MITSUBISHI ASX 330 1.4% 0 0.0% 1.4%

RENAULT KOLEOS 271 1.1% 399 2.1% -1.0%

MAZDA CX-7 222 0.9% 296 1.6% -0.6%

SUBARU 
OUTBACK

218 0.9% 295 1.5% -0.6%

FORD KUGA 155 0.6% 0 0.0% 0.6%

MAHINDRA XUV 101 0.4% 0 0.0% 0.4%

MITSUBISHI 
OUTLANDER

87 0.4% 358 1.9% -1.5%

MAHINDRA THAR 61 0.3% 107 0.6% -0.3%

VOLVO XC70 20 0.1% 37 0.2% -0.1%

TOTAL 23 877 19 081 25.1%
SUV MEDIUM

TOYOTA 
FORTUNER

11 575 46.0% 10 757 44.2% 1.7%

LAND ROVER 
DISCOVERY 4

2 552 10.1% 2 200 9.0% 1.1%

TOYOTA PRADO 1 759 7.0% 2 950 12.1% -5.1%

BMW X5 1 565 6.2% 1 647 6.8% -0.6%

MERCEDES M 
CLASS

1 477 5.9% 1 546 6.4% -0.5%

TOYOTA FJ 
CRUISER

1 181 4.7% 0 0.0% 4.7%

JEEP GRAND 
CHEROKEE

1 099 4.4% 361 1.5% 2.9%

FORD EVEREST 1 028 4.1% 1 017 4.2% -0.1%

VW TOUAREG 673 2.7% 307 1.3% 1.4%

MITSUBISHI 
PAJERO

525 2.1% 696 2.9% -0.8%

MITSUBISHI 
PAJERO SPORT

462 1.8% 804 3.3% -1.5%

BMW X6 391 1.6% 560 2.3% -0.7%

LEXUS RX 207 0.8% 265 1.1% -0.3%

NISSAN 
PATHFINDER

201 0.8% 181 0.7% 0.1%

MAHINDRA 
SCORPIO

157 0.6% 211 0.9% -0.2%

VOLVO XC90 143 0.6% 120 0.5% 0.1%
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NISSAN MURANO 128 0.5% 203 0.8% -0.3%

SUBARU TRIBECA 22 0.1% 23 0.1% -0.0%

TATA SAFARI 16 0.1% 80 0.3% -0.3%

HUMMER H3 5 0.0% 75 0.3% -0.3%

L-R DISCOVERY 3 1 0.0% 10 0.0% -0.0%

LAND ROVER 
DEFENDER

0 0.0% 291 1.2% -1.2%

CADILLAC SRX 0 0.0% 7 0.0% -0.0%

TOTAL 25 167 24 311 3.5%
SUV LARGE

PORSCHE 
CAYENNE

733 25.3% 319 13.2% 12.1%

RANGE ROVER 
SPORT

725 25.0% 705 29.3% -4.2%

AUDI Q7 356 12.3% 294 12.2% 0.1%

TOYOTA 
LANDCRUISER 
200

322 11.1% 399 16.6% -5.5%

LANDROVER 
RANGE ROVER

239 8.3% 218 9.1% -0.8%

MERCEDES GL 
CLASS

222 7.7% 272 11.3% -3.6%

LEXUS LX 126 4.4% 150 6.2% -1.9%

NISSAN PATROL 
SW

108 3.7% 50 2.1% 1.7%

MERCEDES 
G-CLASS

65 2.2% 1 0.0% 2.2%

TOTAL 2 896 2 408 20.3%
GRAND TOTAL 330 703 279 081 18.5%

ENTRY CARS 12 198 3.7% 9 178 3.3% 0.4%

LIGHT CARS 131 857 39.9% 98 829 35.4% 4.5%

MEDIUM CARS 62 499 18.9% 56 704 20.3% -1.4%

TOP LINE CARS 2514 0.8% 2 352 0.8% -0.1%

PREMIUM SMALL/
ENTRY CARS

49 022 14.8% 46 852 16.8% -2.0%

PREMIUM 
MEDIUM CARS

5 984 1.8% 5 846 2.1% -0.3%

PREMIUM LARGE 705 0.2% 837 0.3% -0.1%

SPORTS 
SPECIALITY

1 863 0.6% 1 549 0.6% 0.0%

MPV SMALL 4 567 1.4% 4 884 1.8% -0.4%

MPV MEDIUM 4 902 1.5% 3 854 1.4% 0.1%

MPV LARGE 2 652 0.8% 2 396 0.9% -0.1%

SUV SMALL 23 877 7.2% 19 081 6.8% 0.4%

SUV MEDIUM 25 167 7.6% 24 311 8.7% -1.1%

SUV LARGE 28 96 0.9% 2 408 0.9% 0.0%

TOTAL 330 703 279 081 18.5%
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By StuaRt JoHnSton

I had a reminder of the Power of Mother Nature a 
few weeks back. I was standing in front of a sliver 
of roadway that was all that remained of a complete 
tar road that had existed five minutes before we 
got there.

A river had overflowed its banks, eroded the 
soil housing massive storm-water pipes beneath the 
road, and so about 80 per cent of the tar was swept 
away, along with the pipes.

I was theorising to my assembled fellow motor-
ing scribes that with enough speed, and putting my 
right wheels on the road-sliver and my left into what 
looked like a verge of sorts even though it was slushy 
and sodden with water, I could make it through.

It was kind of a movie moment when about 
a second later about 50 per cent of the remaining 
sliver crumbled down into the torrent.

Hmm now, maybe if one were on a motocross 
machine….

Thus we were part of a drama that unfolded in 
Mpumalanga in the second last week of January.

Earlier that morning the SA motoring media 
had been flown in for the sampling of new engines 
in the Jeep Wrangler and Jeep Cherokee, these being 
a lightweight petrol V6 in the gung-ho Wrangler and 
a refined three-litre turbodiesel V6 in the Cherokee.

Very good engines they seem to be to (see re-
port on page 10), and I say seem to be, because the 
way the launch turned out, it was extremely difficult 
to test things like refinement, fuel consumption, 
low-speed throttle response and handling.

What happened, we flew to Kruger Airport, 
or rather the vicinity thereof, and spent an extra 
half hour or so circling in clouds as dense as cotton 
wool that had been put in the fridge for a few hours. 
Eventually the pilot found a visibility gap – there 
are serious mountains to whack into in those parts 
– and we landed, and I was grateful that he was such 
a diligent craftsman.

We exited the lovely thatched concourse, and 
into a boma decked out with all sorts of audio-
visual stuff for a presentation on the new motors 
and Jeep’s success recently, and as their marketing 
boffin Guy Franken, launched into the meat of his 

speech the heavens opened up and we couldn’t re-
ally hear too much.

Eventually we were directed to our Jeeps of 
various configurations outside, and made a dash 
for them and trickled down the road on our launch 
route which would take in nice game viewing in the 
Kruger Park, before some serious off-road stuff near 
our lodge, located near the Numbi Gate.

Well, that’s what would have happened. Except 
the rain bucketed and then fire-hosed, until eventu-
ally it felt like were driving directly beneath the Mac 
Mac falls.

Seeing out was a major achievement. Following 
our route required an act of deep faith.

We entered the Kruger Park only to find that all 
our dirt roads marked on the route had been closed. 
We then were directed to the tar road mentioned 
earlier, which gave away. We did an about face, and 
were then directed out of the park, told by urgent 
and crackling cell phone communication to ignore 
the route and head for the Lodge. And all the time it 
rained, sometimes harder, sometimes softening to a 
mere downpour.

The wipers on the Wrangler went flip-flap, flip 
flap like those on an old flat screen Beetle, but at 
three times the speed and about 100 times the wip-
ing capability. They actually worked.

The aircon kept the screen demisted. The 
all-wheel-drive of the Cherokee (first) then the 
Wrangler, enabled us to plough through great giant 
pools on the road that had stranded other cars.

We all made it to the turnoff for the overnight 
lodge after dark, only to learn that the road up the 
mountain was impassable. Hasty bookings were 
made somewhere near Sabi for about 30 people. 
And we arrived there at about 9.30 pm. We had to 
wait a while for our supper – the kitchen had al-
ready closed up – but it tasted righteous.

The next day there were glimmers of sunlight 
as we headed for the airport, but we were lucky, as 
many people had to be evacuated from their homes.

So, apart from the fact that the diesel in the 
Cherokee is very smooth and seems to work well 
with the box, that the chassis on the Wrangler 
seems stone-age by comparison in terms of compo-
sure, that the new petrol V6 is a gem, and that the 
manual gearbox on the Wrangler Sport we drove 
had serious selection problems, I cant tell you much 
more about the Jeeps.

Oh, yeah, one more thing: they are definitely 
waterproof. ■

Comments? Complaints? Suggestions? 
E-mail stujohn@autolive.co.za

“Seeing out was a major 
achievement. Following our route 

required an act of deep faith.”
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